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The cultural context of the late twentieth century has given voice to new ways of
thinking, knowing, being. Emerging out of the history and traditions of feminism
is a style that is on the cutting edge in leadership studies. With emphasis on
connection, humanity, interdependence, caring and empowerment of people,
feminist leadership also echoes chaos theory. The reinvention of nature has
allowed space within science for feminist values in the public realm. The mutual
reinforcement of these two leadership theories has led to a simpler way to
organize human endeavors.
This paper is based on feminist and chaos theories of leadership and is
exemplified by a case study of the co-creator of a local peace and justice group.
lnformation about the case study subject has been gathered by the use of
questionnaires, interviews, videos, and lntemet sources. Personal history with
the organization also informed the working knowledge of this organization.
Matching leaders and theories is never perfect, but his paper will touch on the
commonalities, the challenges and the short and long-term consequences of this
leader and organization seen through the lens of theory. The applicability of
these two leadership theories is very wide; the leader will always be a source of
inspiration and hope to all those committed to societal change and a more
peaceful world.
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The study of leadership as an academic subject is ever evolving, elusive and dynamic,
ln fact, it has been described as "an art, a belief, and a condition of the heart" (Dupree,
19Bg). We have all experienced the guidance of leader.
They are the individuals who inspire confidence, fight fear, initiate positive and
productive actions, light the candles, define the goals, and paint brighter
tomorrows (Work, 1996 P. 73).
It is a chatlenge to identify the components of an individual's leadership ability
because qualities of leadership vary so considerably with personality, purpose and
context. Having the insight to know what our own inclinations are, both in being a
leader and a follower, will help with professional and personal growth.
With the subject of this case study (entitled PX in this paper for the sake of
anonymity), it was not difficult to define her inimitable leadership approach. ln co-
founding a peace and justice group in the Twin Cites in 1981 (entitled WOW in this
paper.), the structure, values and approach were in the feminist tradition. Therefore a
woman-centered, interactive or feminist leadership style emerged as the primary
leadership theory. Chaos Theory and its implication for leadership also fit well with
this leader providing a secondary style to assist in analyzing her leadership.
The subject was chosen for two reasons. The first was because of compelling past
personal involvement with this organization. Sparked by listening to the impassioned
lntroduction
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message delivered by Dr. Helen Caldicott, one of the founders of Physicians for Social
Responsibility, the writer joined WOW to put my words and new anxieties into actions.
My entire family participated in many of WOW's activities and learning opportunities. I
credit my decision to apply to graduate school in social work to the thoughtful role
models and mentors that I met through the organization, and it has provided a solid
base for political knowledge and spiritual grov'rth. ln addition, as a gerontological
social worker, the subject was appealing as an example of a thriving older woman who
is aging with grace and grit.
This paper wil! focus on PX as a leader within the Peace and Justice organization. lt
will begin by providing some background information about the organization and the
case study subject. The mission, history, structure, and creative activities of WOW will
be outlined, followed by a look at the life of PX focusing on leadership precedents. A
timeline of the life of PX will visually clarify major events. Since both feminist and
chaos theories were formed in reaction to the bureaucratic or patriarchal theories, a
brief review of this style of leadership will provide the contrast and prelude to a deeper
examination of feminist and chaos theory. A summation and critique of the content
from the interviews will help in the evaluation of the leadership attributes of PX. The
intersection of PX, WOW and the leadership theories will be demonstrated and
conclusion drawn by specific illustrations and numerous points of connection.
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"The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything except our modes of
thinking and thus we drift toward unparalled cataslrophe."- Albert Einstein
WOW) is a nonviolent, feminist organization that works in solidarity with others to
create a system of social equality, selfdetermination, and justice through the
education and empowerment of women. WOW's purpose is to dismantle systems of
militarism and global oppression.
- WOW's current mission statement
WOW began with two friends concerned about the numbness of the American public
in the face of nuclear buildup and the perceived unprecedented peril to our earth from
environmental degradation and the arms race. President Reagan was elected in 1980
ushering in a new conservative agenda. ln January 1982, two friends organized a
conference on women and militarism. At the end of the conference 1 15 women
celebrated the founding of WOW by marching with their banners undaunted by the
below-zero temperature of a Minnesota winter. Dissatisfied with mere talk about the
increasing militarization in the U.S., they vowed to never hold a meeting without taking
action.
This inauspicious beginning belies the splash that WOW has made through the years
with protests, demonstrations and controversial positions. WOW began almost
instinctively, certainly emotionally. Born during the final years of the Cold War, it
continuestobe..apricklythorninthesideofthestatusquo,'
Press, 1997)
wow
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Many of WOW's founders (or foremothers) had been active in the anti-war movement
during the Vietnam War and/or been active in local politics or other organizations. The
League of Women Voters, the Woman's lnternational League of Peace and Freedom
(WILPF), the American Association of University Women (AAUW), etc. were typical of
available outlets for women's activities, but their pace for effecting change was slow.
As PX says, "The League of Women Voters just studies social problems until they go
away". WOW was designed to be action-oriented, a catalyst, a change agent.
PX has compared the startup of WOW to having a baby-and to coaxing a plant to
thrive. She said the women of WOW made things up as they went along and
organized differently than men:
There was really no model of the kind of organization we wanted to be. lt was
kind of like a work of art in that it took on a life of its own. lt's a generalization,
but women are more concerned with doing and less in structuring their
responses. Take a church supper for example. The women get together and
do it. No one is appointed chairman of the comrnittee to get the gravy made.
Someone says, "l'll make the coffee". Someone else sees that the water
glasses are filled. lt all gets done, and many of the women end up doing what
they like to do and do best. This approach bothers men a lot (Minneapolis Star
& Tribune , 1 982)
WOW has always defined military madness as an issue that is broader than just wars
and weapons. lt has a long list of group and individual activities that reinforce the
philosophy that connections need to be made between the size of the military budget
and our quality of life:
Freeway protests during rush-hour traffic where women hold up signs and
banners
Opposed U.S. involvement of the Persian Gulf, Kuwait, Panama, Central
America
I
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. Protest and civil disobedience support at local defense industry manufacturers
. Support of conscientious objectors
' Helped to create Veterans for Peace organization
. Questioned recruitment to the military in junior and high school
. Parents for Peaceful Play
. Welfare reform
. Spear fishing rights
. Coalition Against Police Brutality
. Farm activism
. Advocated for Anita Hill
, Stood with the P9 strikers in Austin Minnesota
. Had attendees at the World Conferences of Women in Denmark, Nairobi and
Beijing during the Decade of the Woman: 1975-1985
r Anthology of poetry by members and friends
. Media Watch committee
At the heart of WOW's activities is the notion of "empowerment", defined as a
commitment to action that "will change women's lives, not rearrange them":
The philosophy of empowerment is a process of discovering within ourselves
and in others the capacity to make change. lt means that as concerned
citizens we accept personal responsibility to act. lt means that our power to act
comes from within ourselves. Thus change will come from the individual as
well as from small groups, local organizations, and larger communities
(Empowerment of Pqople for Peace, 1984, p. 8).
Actions are designed so that they can be incorporated into the niches of time available
each day in the lives of member. Recognizing that the first steps taken are often the
hardest, WOW offers support, respect for choices and a flexible framework. "WOW
takes on the shape of women I am working with at a certain time" (MS. Magazine,
1 e83):
It's an organization that trusts women's knowledge and instincts. Women can
come there and feel comfortable and supported, just saying that they don't
know all the details but this is . . . ridiculous, harmful and just plain wrong
(Minnesota Women's Press, 1997).
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What has remained through the years with WOW is a reputation for action, an
uncanny ability to seize opportunities (adrenaline organizing), a monthly volunteer-
supported newsletter, and the use of consensus for decision-making. Larry Spears
(1998) quotes from Fortune magazine regarding consensus:
Yes, it takes a while on the front end; everyone's view is solicited, though
everyone also understands that his view may not ultimately prevail. But once
the consensus is forged, watch out: With everyone in board, your so-called
implementation proceeds wham-bam (p.1 0).
WOW, however, lost members at one time when it was perceived necessary to make
a public position about abortion. The division that always accompanies this issue
severely tested the negotiation and compromising abilities of the steering committee
and other independent groups. Nobody was very satisfied with the resulting
statement, which reflected the lack of unanimity that is part of consensus. The
leadership of PX and others helped return the focus to foreign and domestic military
policies and the issue faded.
WOW's structure has been compared to a web or network. Virginia Hine,
anthropologist, describes networks as more complex than usual structures because
they are three-dimensional in nature. They emerge when people are trying to change
society as they increase communication and engage people's creativity. They
resemble "a badly knotted fishnet with a multitude of nodes or cells or varying sizes,
each linked to all others either directly or indirectly" (Naisbitt, John, 1984 p. 25). For
WOW the knots of the network (analogous to the interest groups) are the strongest
part of the organization.
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The center of the web of WOW has been the paid office managers and steering
committee, which gives the organization its consistency and another source of
renewed energy as new people serve in paid or unpaid positions. Recognizing an
unmet need for increased office organization, the current office managers have more
business acumen than previous manager with a division of labor and shared
responsibilities that have been mutually arranged. Membership on the steering
committee is open to all members. They meet monthly and represent the various
interest groups, event planners and fund-raisers of WOW. Many feel that one of
WOW's biggest weaknesses-its economic struggles-could end up being its biggest
asset. WOW receives a limited amount of foundation support, but most of its funding
comes from an annual fee from its members who are primarily white and middle-class
One long-term member says:
WOW still has a role to play that in a funny way is true to its beginnings.
Because we have less to lose, we can manage to be more outrageous than
other organizations . . .our money still comes from membership. The more
respectable you get, the more money you get, the more your message is
diluted . . .WOW is way on the outside still (Minnesota Women's Press. 1997).
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are years that ask questions, and years that answef'-Zora Neale Hurston
PX
Hot Springs, Arkansas was the home of PX and her older sister. When her parents
were divorced at age four, PX was raised in a matriarcha! home under the influence of
strong women. Her mother had a position with the welfare office and PX remembers
well the culture of prejudice against the African-Americans in her community and
states, "l was taught to be a racist". When she graduated high school, it was the heart
of the Depression, and PX did not attend college. lnstead she worked for the War
Department and became a quartermaster during the war.
During this time, after watching bayonet practice and the troops departing knowing
that many would not return, PX started questioning the rationale for war, the teaching
of violence. When she and her husband were married in 1942, they each went
overseas: her husband served in the army, while she took a job in Peru with the
Foreign Economic Commission. PX learned Spanish and thrived in the international
office working with men and women from all over the world.
After the war, with her husband finishing up law school at the University of Minnesota,
they decided to make Minnesota their home first in St. Paul, then Windom and
Marshall in southwestern Minnesota. They had four children, three daughters and one
son. Living in a small rural community was very difficult for PX and she often
wondered, "why she was being punished". The Feminine Mystique (1963) by Betty
Freidan documented the widespread unhappiness that she called the "problem that
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has no name" and seems to capture the predicament of PX at that time. Presenting
housework as the only acceptable career for "normal" women, Freidan identified the
sex roll stereotyping and limitation of human potential that she experienced.
Answers to her existential questions about war and militarism were partially found in a
Quaker tract that she read in 1954. "Speak Truth to Power" is a translation of the
Sermon on the Mount and affirmed PX's growing feeling that war and killing are
wrong. As an antidote to her strong feelings, PX became involved in DFL politics and
was a delegate to the county, district, and state conventions for many years. When
she was the chairwoman of the county it had a reputation for being very well run
although PX states, "the chairwomen did all the work. The men made the decisions".
After working with many Minnesota politicians, she started to become disillusioned
during the Vietnam War era. The Democratic National Convention of 1968 further
radicalized her approach to the Vietnam War and from her job in the college bookstore
she became known as a local troublemaker over her disapproval of the war. She
parted ways with Hubert Humphrey over the issues and decided to campaign for
Eugene McCarthy who was a peace candidate.
PX moved to the Twin Cities in 1980 and soon thereafter worked to create an
organization reflecting her own values, spirit and collaborative style: WOW. PX was
actively involved in the creative actions of the organizations and continues to be
dubbed the "agitator" in the office with almost daily phone calls with suggestions and
ideas. Protests, sit-ins, vigils, encampments, local/national/international marches and
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meetings were all products of WOW's scrappy, supportive environment. ln an effort to
bring her peaceful and feminist message to a larger audience, PX ran for the U.S.
Senate in 1g88 and challenged Hubert Humphrey lll forthe Democratic primary in
Minnesota. Asking, "What is security?", she emphasized the connections between the
Iarge military budget and the well being of the country. Her signs read "Speak Truth to
Power", but apparently, Minnesota was not ready to hear her truth. Citing concerns
about fund-raising abilities and apathy over peace issues, she was unable to secure
the Democratic endorsement.
ln addition to the articulate and well-informed verbal skills of PX, she also has turned
to writing to get her message across or for personal therapy. The continued
unpopularity of her anti-war views in Marshall and the death of a daughter to suicide
spurred the writing of a novel and a move to the countryside. Two bouts with breast
ffincer happened during a time when she was a columnist for the local Women's
Press. She continues to write about current issues of war and peace and her articles
and letters are frequently seen in the local newspapers.
Today PX continues a deep involvement in the issues of welfare rights and advocating
for the needs of welfare mothers. Her current activities are also focused on the
Palestinian/lsraeli and the Yugoslavian conflicts. PX has broadened her views of the
causes of war:
But slowty, very slowly, I have come to realize that militarism is itself not
responsible for war. lt is the mechanism, the servant, of a larger force-a force
that is the dominant religion of American society. This religion is touted in
every possible way. . . This force, this god, goes by many names, --the most
l0
obvious is money. Another is consumeism. . .Another term often applied is
the Ameican lifestyle-a term that implies the ability to buy anything you have
the money orthe credit card. The doctrines of this religion go by many names:
Free trade meaning unrestricted trade, the market economy . . .and corporate
g lobalization (http ://www. i sd 
.neUm bavlv/fa cesofres i sta n ce 1 . htm).
PX exemplifies on a daily basis a quote by Elizabeth Cady Stanton that says, "l shall
not grow conservative with age". lndeed, both of these feminist leaders became more
strident as they got older.
PX embodied a leadership style that was partly in reaction to the bureaucratic theory
that was the major organizing force of her generation. A look at this leadership
approach will provide a foil for feminist and chaos theories.
"Grown ups love figures. When you tell them that you have made a new friend, they never ask you any
questions about essential matters. They never say to you, "What does his voice sound like? What games
does he love best? Does he collect butterflies?' lnstead, they demand: 'How old is he? How many
brothers has he? How much does he weigh? How much money does his father make? Only from these
figures do they think they have learned anything about him."
-Saint-Exupery, The Little Prince
Patri a rc ha I o r B u rea u c rati c Th eo ry_ql-Leade rsXm
Standing as a backdrop to feminist and chaos styles of leadership, the bureaucratic or
patriarchal theory begins with a foundation in science. The discoveries of Galileo,
Copernicus and Neurton in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the scientific
realm led to a world view that celebrates order and quantitative resolutions. !t is a
world that promises prediction and control and conceives of nature as a machine that
Augsburg Goltege Library
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works with clock-like regularity. The human genome project is a recent example of
this reductionist spirit at work (McClure, 1997)
The Newtonian paradigm also implies patriarchal assumptions about nature and
knowing. ln an attempt to define the nature of human beings and reason, the western
philosophical tradition has divided experience into a set of dichotomies: mind/body;
knower/known; reason/feeling; culture/nature; facUvalue. These dichotomies are
imbued with gender symbolism that links men with reason and the mind, and women
with the emotions and the body. Thus, objectivity is achieved not merely by a
separation from nature, but from the parts of the self that are considered "feminine".
The presumption that the rational world is superior to and must control the irrational
has predominated western thinking.
The economic reflection of the NeMonian tradition was represented in the world of
business by Max Weber (18ffi-1920) who was the most prominent theorist of the
bureaucratic leadership style. Weber outlined six key principles of bureaucracies:
1. There are fixed areas of jurisdiction, ordered by rules and regulations.
2. There are levels of authority; lower levels supervised by upper levels.
3. Management of bureaucracy is based on original documents and files,
4. Officials in the bureaucracy have thorough and expert training.
5. The bureaucracy requires the full-time work of the officials.
6. Management must follow the rules.
l2
Featuring the structure of hierarchy, a formal division of labor, written rules, linear
thinking, individualistic achievement norms and primary incentives of money and
power, this model has dominated 20th century bureaucracies and large organizations
(Ferree & Hess, 2000 pp. 59-60). ln its softer forms patriarchy behaves like a parent;
in its harsher clothing, it is an autocrat (Block, 1993). Patriarchy is fueled by a need to
maintain control, consistency and predictability Frances Hesselbein, the past CEO of
Girl Scouts of the USA and a critic of this style poke fun with this story:
500 years ago, Renaissance man discovered that the world was round.
350 years later, Organization Man developed the practice of management. But as
this practice evolved, he forgot that his world was round, and he built a
management world of squares and boxes and pyramids. His world had a special
language that matched its structure: the language of command and control, of
order and predict, of climb the ladder, of top and bottom, up and down. ln every
large organization for the next 100 years, rank equaled authority. And for the most
part, the old hierarchy that boxed people and functions in squares and rectangles,
in rigid structures, worked well. lt even developed the famous pyramid with the
CEO sitting on the pointed top, looking down as his workforce Iooked up.
( http : www. pfdf . o rg/l ea d e rbooks/L2 Ufa I I 96ffh. htm I )
Hesselbein represents the new thinking of the business world today where the
structure is more fluid and inclusive. She incorporates tenets of feminist and chaos
theory in her professional work.
l3
"History is always a combination of continuity and surprise" 
-Jan Romein, historian
Feminist Theo rv of Leadership
Capitalism is evolving, like any other living system and feminist theory is informing the
transformation every step of the way. ln barely one generation, our culture has
experienced two momentous changes in tandem. First, rigid work structures that
provided retative stability and prosperity for 150 years have given way to a more fluid
postindustrial economy, driven by new technology and global competition. Secondly,
women are for the fist time assuming positions of influence in business and in public
life. Significantly increased rates of education for women along with an older average
age of marriage, and fewer children are trends that are giving women and men more
choices in life. The confluence of these two transformations, one economic and one
social, has enormous implications for the future.
Feminist (or it's other names of women-centered, collective or interactive) leadership
styles have come into existence out of a hard-won history. The play Lvsistrata by
Aristophanes is an early example of women coming together to confront the power
structure in an anti-war message. From the period of the Enlightenment which
produced liberal feminism, the 19th century cultural feminism and to the 20th century's
radical feminism, waves of feminism, thought have produced numerous "she-ros"
whose feelings echoed Susan B. Anthony's voice when she stated: "Resistance to
tyranny is obedience to God" (Donovan, 2000, p.1)
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One of the clearest definitions of feminism is from bell books (2000): "Feminism is a
movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation and oppression" (p.1). This definition
includes systemic institutionalized sexism and stresses the fact that men are not the
enemy. Hooks distinguishes between the two polarities of thinking that have always
existed within the feminist movement: reformist thinkers who emphasized gender
equality and revolutionary thinkers who wanted to transform the system, to bring an
end to patriarchy and sexism. The consciousness-raising groups of the 70's became
a site for learning about patriarchy and for venting the hurt and anger from
exploitation. The women often met in the home with communication and dialogue on
the central agenda. The creation of women's studies as an academic discipline
followed and provided another setting where women could be informed about feminist
thinking and theory. lts goal is a broader social transformation (Donovan, 2000
p.211).
According to Judy Rosener (1990), based on shared experience, and because they
have been outside the traditional kinds of power, women tend to lead in a different
way. ln the process of devising ways of leading that made sense to them, women
build integrated and organic organizations where they are at the head versus the head
of the organization:
. . .the focus is on nurturing good relationships; in which the niceties of hierarchical
rank and distinction play little part; and in which lines of communication are open
and diffuse. Women tend to put themselves in the center of their organizations
rather than at the top, thus emphasizing both accessibility and equality, and they
labor constantly to include people in their decision-making. This has the effect of
undermining the boundaries so characteristic of mainstream organizations (p 10)
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"Web of inclusion" became the name that Helgesen (1995) gave to this style of
organization, some using deliberately circular organizational charts; some
distinguished in how time was used, what titles people assumed, how physical space
was allotted, the means by which communication takes place or decisions are made.
ln architectural terms, the most obvious characteristics of the web is that it builds from
the center out, and that the building in a never-ending process: "The architect of the
web works as the spider does, by ceaselessly spinning new tendrils of connection,
while also continually strengthening those that already exist" (Helgesen, 1995, p 13).
lmportant tools, then, are access and constant dialogue. With recognition that the
periphery and the center are interdependent and equally important, all parts and
connections are essential for balance and harmony. Like the worldwide web or
integrated network of today, the web structure blurs the bounds between who devises
tasks and who carries them out, and so by its very nature it is profoundly
antibureaucratic and democratizing.
ln WaysWomen Lead, Judy Rosener (1990) interviewed men and women leaders and
concluded that women exemplify an "interactive leadership" style because women
actively work to make their interactions with subordinates positive for everyone
involved. More specifically, the women encourage participation, share power and
information, enhance other people's self-worth and get other excited about their work.
Women's influence as a socially cohesive force has been the viewpoint of many
people through the years. First Wave feminists, including Jane Addams, believed that
l6
there is congruence between women's subjective experience of oppression and the
objective realities of war, imperialism and the technical destruction of the environment.
Second wave theorists feel that this is because masculine destructiveness correlates
to a denial of the feminine side of life (Donovan, 2000, p. 144). More recently, Cantor
and Bernay (1992) in their study of politically successful women give an equation for
women's leadership: Competent Self (knowing who you are), Creative Aggression
(taking initiative, leading others and speaking out in the service of life and growth) and
WomenPower (power used to make society a better place) are the three critical
elements necessary to add up to leadership. Concurring with Carol Gilligan's
research showing that women's moral processing is contextually based and oriented
toward relationship, David Korten in Gettinq to the 21st Century, states: "There is a
growing confirmation that women bring a fresh and much needed ethical perspective
to bear in solving society's problems" (p. 127). ln part that is because they do tend to
form alliances and work cooperatively rather than competitively.
ln summary, the major attributes of feminist leadership style are:
r l-eader as center of nonhierarchical, egalitarian organization; shared
leadership.
r flexible division of labor-able to find ways to unite the spheres of home
and workplace, reason and emotion;
r Jhe personal as political
r $trong caring ethic with values of inclusiveness and connections
t7
The means is of equal value with the ends-there is an attention given to
process instead of a focus on the bottom line
Power is not finite but is expanded when shared through collaboration
Empowerment is a key strategy
lmportance of communication and conflict resolution
Ongoing learning
"In every office you hear the threads of love and joy and fear and guilt, the cries
for celebration and reassurance, and somehow you know that connecting those
threads is what you are supposed to do and business takes care of itself."
-James Autry, Love and Profit
Chaos Tfteory
ln its traditional sense, chaos means total disorder and randomness. Chaos science
or theory, however, teaches us that behaviors are neither disordered nor random and
that seeking to control complex systems is impossible.
Chaos Theory begins with a study of the disorder, the fluctuations, and the irregular
side of nature: clouds, static, blood vessels, and stars were all initial subjects for
contemplation. Through the dissonance of change, new patterns emerge, a never-
ending cycle of seasonal transformations. The insights and connections discovered
by physicists, medical doctors, chemists, economists and ecologist have now led to a
growing movement that has reshaped the thinking of the scientific establishment and
organizational management. lt has even found relevance in history and the stock
I
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market. "Order without predictability" is one definition of chaos (Wheatley, 1993,
p 13).
Just as Newton's scientific vision of the world as a giant machine that functions in
accord with fixed laws represented the past, the quantum revolution has helped to
shape our present thinking. Quantum physics states that energy is simultaneously
particle and wave, rather than just one or the other. Thus it demands that we start
thinking in ways that move beyond dualities and instead emphasize balance and an
acceptance of ambiguity and intuitive powers. lt has revealed a cosmos continually in
flux in which every bit of matter is continually redefined by its relation to the whole
(McClure, 1997).
As the title of her book suggests in A SimplerWav (1988), Wheatley feels the study of
chaos theory will lead to a more simple life in that one will have less fear of change
and more openness to spontaneous play. By switching one's thinking about
organizations to complex living systems, it sheds light on processes that can benefit
the whole and give a new perspective for what makes living systems grow and thrive.
By reframing, renaming chaos in a more positive light, it can help with the feelings of
confusion and loss of control that are inevitable during times of transition. As a leader
it is important to know that living systems have the capacity to fall apart so that they
can reorganize themselves to be better adapted to their current environment:
I used the word "chaos" to describe those times in an organization when people
are confused, don't know what to do, and feel overwhelmed by information that
they can't make sense of, lf we recognize chaos as a potentially generative
force in out organization, then the first task, when chaos erupts, is not to shut it
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down, not to reach for early closure, not to immediately move back to our past
comfort level. At those moments, what people do not need is for someone else
to come in and make sense of it all for them. Nor do they need the other
normal strategy, which is to back a way from all of this information and just
work a piece of it (Wheatley, 1993.)
Wheatley recommends remaining in that place of deep confusion, of not knowing, and
gradually, with patience, the process of "self organization" will begin. Two other
concepts of chaos theory are the "strange attractod' and the "butterfly effect". The
idea of a "strange attractof', shapes of probability with invisible boundaries that can be
seen via computer records or even in rush hour traffic flow, demonstrate an inherent
orderliness in chaos. The butterfly effect is the name given to the phenomenon
whereby tiny differences in input quickly become overwhelming differences in output.
This "sensitive dependence on initial conditions" is one part of the "order within
disorder" that is helping to shape leadership studies (Wheatley, 1999).
Some of the main tenets of chaos theory that are helpful to leaders are the following:
' The answers, the expertise, need to be created by the system that needs the
expertise.
r Information is the vital organizing force of the universe and should be open and
abundant-it is the food for innovation.! Organizations need a strong core identity, values, purpose that is internalized
by people so that their behavior organizes around that identity.
r Employees want to thrive, make work meaningful and have satisfying social
relationship. Organizations must support people's contributions and allow
freedom to flourish.
r Experimentation, creativity and fun should be encouraged.
r Organizations need to continuously adapt and change as information dictates -
don't rely on the "Five-Year Plan". Give up reliance on the certainly of long-
term forecasts and the overarching theories.
r The whole system needs to be included in creating the future, creating
meaning, purpose, clarity about goals.
. Processes that support the capacity for self-renewal and self-organization are
positive.
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. See crises as opportunities that allow for innovation and new responsiveness
. The sense of vision is the strange attractor. lt draws out, inspires and develops
the best and brightest from the inside out
"None of us is as smart as all of us" 
-Promotional button
Meth loqv/lnterview
The primary research method used in this study was the interview. The subject and
four colleagues were each given a list of questions in advance (see appendix) of the
interview, which was done in person or over the telephone. Follow-up interviews were
done with the subject. ln addition, the cunent WOW staff was interviewed. The
following is a review of the answers from the colleagues:
Questions #1: How lonq have you known PX?
The four interviews have known PX a long time, ranging between eighteen and twenty
years. Most had been involved with WOW since the inception of the organization and
therefore have a long-range viewpoint.
Question #2: What ishras vour workinq relationshi D with Px?
lnterviewees were well integrated into the activities and the steering committee of
WOW. Three are still members and offer active support and direction. One of the
interviewees has since started another social justice group. They describe their
working relationship with PX in positive terms mentioning the "spontaneous fun and
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energy of the people", "the focus on the cause", and the fact that the "tasks were not
assigned, they just got done". The ability of the older women to be role models
combining serious subjects and irreverent methods gave the organization of fresh
appeal and permission to be bold. Working together on the Senate campaign of PX
also offered opportunities for growth and solidarity.
Question #3: How would you describe PX's leadership stvle or
Pc Bold, assertive, anticipated needs, She has a charismatic pensonality
ln Actively involved leader; people were drawn to her, Her approach
allowed women an opportunity to be active in their beliefs, to stand
up for what they believe in. The style was born out of the name and
encouraged creativity in the implementation such as the freeway
bannering, Always act
lffn Two women $aw an urgent need. Women can do it The genesis was
nuclear arrns race, opposition to U.S. interuention in other countries i
the military budget These are the big issues. PX helped bridge the
gap between women and tfte issues.
Sm Grass roots organizing; goes where the people are. Empowedngn
charismatic, without a doubt lnclusive, shared leadership
encourages people.
approach?
Question #4: How would you describe WOW's structure?
Words that were used by the interviewees to describe the structure of WOW were
fuery open, accepted, empowering of others, inclusive, supportive, encouraging and
practical". In felt that it allowed her to tap into her own creativity and that it was a
powerhouse of action and experiential events. An ability to work with details and also
see "the big picture" was mentioned by Wm. Two interviewees felt that it was not a
reflective organization, tending to self-organize to a fault: Cp increasingly felt "it was
foo unstrucfured and unfocused, too resistant to strategic planning beyond the
immediate". The use of consensus as a decision prooess, the multi-tasking typical of
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women, and the use of a steering committee to give direction were also credited with
providing the infrastructure of WOW.
Question #5: llYhat are her stre nqths/wea kness ?
Stre hs
Weaknesses:
Question #6: How do decisions get ma-de aI_l,UQW?
Most of the interviewees considered consensus decision making to be the best
answer to this question. Many felt that within WOW, there was great opportunity "to
do what you wanted to do". ln felt that decisions were often made by people working
on projects and in small groups. At the steering committee level, there is no voting
with decisions being unanimous-one person can block a decision. All felt that
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Cp Strengths are her passion and uncompromising stance to issues,
willingness to take risks and a lack of concern about what others
thought
ln Her willingness to engage with people, ideas, politics, thinking.
She helps others engage and support the issues.
Wm Trustful, loyal, nesponsible, visionary, sees big picturc, understant
the connections, good at details.
Sm WOW is a very supportive place whose purpose is to educf,te,
support, provide a soeial network, and be a conduit for action. lt il
transforming.
Gp Passion only goes so far. An organization needs to be more
deliberab in it's organizing; you can't count on people falling in.
ln Sometimes PX came across as too harsh, which may turn people
away. She could be too strong for some people, which was mone
perception than reality. lt is hard for othens to shine in the same u
with all that surrounds her. lsn't reflection necessary at times?
Sm WOW is a white, middle-class group of women with a lack of peop
of color. lt needs more young people. The lack of current
empowerment groups makes it harder to find your niche.
consensus was slow and laborious but it served the organization well. ln the history of
WOW, there were at least two occasions when the use of voting was implemented,
both over very controversial decisions. The first use involved a statement about
abortion; the second was a decision to withdraw collaboration with a group of young
anarchists who utilized violence during a protest.
Questio #7: Please pla a check in fro t of four terms t at most
applv to PX (List of 12 qualities)
Cp Self-confi dent, supportive, determined, i nspiring.
ln su intelli ins fln
Wm Creative determined I rin
Sm Creative determined
Question Describe PX's com unication approach internal
and rna! co ncies.
The importance of the issues predominates the answers to questions about
communication. While internally she was described as supportive, her extemal style
is more direct, perhaps aggressive at times; "all or nothing". PX expects others to
concur with her high standards of honesty and forthright handling of the facts. Sm felt
PX was very persuasive when speaking to the legislature with a compelling and
articulate style. Her intelligence is an asset wlth the issues, currently focusing on
Middle-Eastern and Yugoslavian conrerns. She was also praised for her writing skills.
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inspiring.
Question #9: What makes PX an effective leader?
Question #10: What impact has her leadership had on vou?
Cp She is out front on issues and outrageous. $he opens a space
others from behind and makes others sound reasonable. This
needed when building a movement for chqtrgc.
ln Creative, engaged in living, trying to make sense out of life.
Wm She empowers othens through example. Right now she is on t]
Iraq committee and she is supportive and right there for the lea
of the group.
Sm Good listener, nurturing. She is genuinely interested in people
and makes people feel important in what they think and believe
She translates concerns into changes. She also knows the isst
Sometimes there are flare-ups because the issues are powerful
and very emotional.
Gp She is the voice of conscience.
ln She allowed me to open up to my own creativity and supported
in that. She was a mother figure and was always there for me.
She didn't censor me. She taught me to support others and ha'
courage. For example, she would "call up a famous pen$on", li
Johnny Carson.
llVm PX helps to get projects going; for instance, writing the
empowerment book+he showed me it could be done. I learned
that we have more capacities as we grow. As mothers, we havt
better framework to deal with the hard issues.
Sm Keep involved and inspired. Her collaborative style draws me i
places where all wouldn't normally go. lt led me to teach f, perr
and iustice class so flrat I could have influence on others.
Question #11: Do vou see her stvle in other Deople? Who?
Two of the interviews could not come up with a specific person stating that PX was
unique to herself. The graciousness of all of the older women within WOW was cited
as a source of inspiration. Bella Azbug, of Southern birth and New York personality,
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was the answer of pc; sm felt that PX had the charisma of Gloria Steinem, and both
were "shining examples of change",
Question #12: Does he le of leadership ever frustrate vou? Ir f so.
whv?
Responses to this question were quite varied, from "takes on too much", to "not letting
other's viewpoint in ". Pc felt that the brashness of PX sometimes made her viewpoint
easy to dismiss and the "righteous and right" feeling sometimes has a lecturing quality,
ultimately resulting in a loss of support for the issues. ln admitted that when she was
first employed by WOW, PC often got the credit for some of her work-people just
assumed everything was done by PX.
Question #13: lf vou could chanqe one thinq in the orqanization,
what would it be?
Cp illore emphasis on Uing the military budget to domestic issues
From the newsletter, you can't figure out what WOW does.
ln Find something to reactivate more people. WOW has become
smaller in scope. lt needs to be more strategic at some level.
llUm They have been successful and have lofty goals. Ordinary peo
are planting seed and see the connections.
Sm To become more diverse in age, gender and race.
The qualities emerging from the interviews with PX, her colleagues and the WOW
office staff appear to work well within change-oriented organizations similar to WOW-it
is not for every program. Allowing freedom and spontaneity to rein works best when
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the organization's goal is not making money. Critique of this leader and this
organization from people that know bother well are the following:
, WOW tries to do too much giving it a lack of focus.r Resistance to strategic and long-range planning may have slowed its
expansion and growth.
r Because the issues are emotional and deeply misunderstand by many in
power, PX can sometimes be too strident and outspoken, perhaps alienating
potential supporters.
. Charisma hasn't attracted much diversity.
"lt is nofailure toJall short of realizing all that we must dream. Thefailure is tofall short of
dreaming all that we might realize." -Dee Hock
The lntersection of PX and Theory
Does PX fit into the feminist leadership paradigm? ls chaos theory pertinent to the
leadership style of PX? I believe that the answers to both questions are yes.
Moreover, there is considerable overlap between feminist and chaos theory producing
a unique and heady blend for a societal change agent.
Chaos theory gives a voice within science and public administration to feminist
concerns and values. Both feminist and chaos theory critics have argued that
Newtonian science reflects a conceptual framework that is fundamentally gendered.
This mechanistic worldview grants permission to dominate and control both women
and nature. McClure (1997) argues that concept of nature suggested by the science
of chaos parallels in many ways the concept of nature proposed by feminists seeking
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alternative epistemologies. Both conceive of inquiry as fallible, attribute agency to
nature, and advocate a methodology that both attends to difference and is
nonreductionistic. This convergence between feminism and chaos theory represents
a validation of the feminist insight that a renaming of nature and mind is possible.
PX is a feminist. WOW is a feminist organization. Both have used feminist principles
and values as the basis for activity and grovuth. By looking at the attributes of feminist
leadership and some of the responses of PX to the questionnaire, a strong connection
can be made.
. From the core leadership group of WOW, a network or web structure occurred
by the encouragement of interest groups, which in turn spun off other groups.
The idea of shared leadership was elicited and encouraged, knowing that the
branching out of information pulled in new people, new ideas, and new energy.
William Bridges (1996, p. 17) feels that organizations that have many leaders
are patterned like an energy field with self-selected leaders functioning as
energy nodes around which activity clusters. When asked how she would
define leadership, PX answered: "l think everyone has leadership. Having
passion and the belief that you can do something about a problem in
important".
Empowerment of individuals and groups was a primary intervention of WOW
resulting in the printing of a handbook entitled Empowerment of People for
Peace. Through ongoing education and support, the concept of empowerment
resulted in individual actions of protest and creativity causing a ripple effect that
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rempowers others. Empowerment acts to unleash talent, ingenuity and
intelligenee toward a common vision. lt creates a "fire of synergy" (Covey,
1996 p. 153).
WOW grew out of a caring ethic for the world community. With an intense
focus on "military madness" as a central purpose, the creation of a better world
was primary. The saying, "think globally, act locally" was actualized by PX by
her solid grasp on intemational issues and her ability to translate that
knowledge onto the local scene. This caring ethic was also present on a one-
to-one basis for one of PX's strengths is her ability to give time for ideas to
develop, to nurture the budding leadership in others.
"There is no road to peace; peace is the road" is a quote that captures the
conviction that the means ar-e,equal to the ends. As a non-violent organization
with primarily pacifist leaders, training for nonviolence and conflict resolution
are central to any interventions of WOW. At one point, WOW had to
disentangle from collaboration with some young anarchists who decided to use
violence during a demonstration.
A central agenda of WOW and its leadership is to reinforce the connections
between people, politics, groups, and especially between the military budget,
the military brain drain and the domestic quality of life. ln fact, several of
WOW's annual meetings had the work "connection" in the title. Below is one
version of how the group was started:
"So this little group got together and decided to form an organization that
would specifically make the links between the military budget, and
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escalating cosf of the militarization of society, and the hardships that
women and their children were facing and would increasingly face."
The connection of WOW, PX and the chaos theory of leadership can be illustrated by
five key concepts of chaos theory. The strange attractor for WOW is the strong vision
and purpose of the organization. Being a visionary means undeistanding the present,
imagining the desired future and being committed to making the kinds of choices,
consistently, that begin to close the gap between what is and what could be
(Napolitano & Henderson, 1998, p. 17). WhetherWOW promoted change from
outside the system (civil disobedience) or from within (PX's run for the Senate), the
sense of hope and purpose are key.
The concept of self-orgaflization can be seen in the self-defined, self-run and even
self-funded interest groups of WOW. Parents for Peaceful Play, Health-Workers
Group, Friends of Low-lncome Mothers and the Media Watch are all examples of
WOW's diverse groups organized around the theme of military madness. This ability
to organize from within is a phenomenon evident in nature that suggests a new model
for human systems.
WOW's initial ideal of every meeting resulting in some sort of action exemplifies the
butterflv effect of chaos theory. This beginning statement helps to shape all of WOW
and continues to give it focus. lt differentiates WOW from other peace and justice
groups and gives numerous outlets for visibility and momentum.
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Meg Wheatley stresses the importance of relationships in her videos and books. She
feels that connectivity is expressed through the quality of personal relationships and
their affect on our ability to achieve results. ln interviewing PX, she stated that to her
"conversations were like a sacrament". A natural curiosity, some extroversion, and
good Iistening skills are the buiHing blocks of building relationships with others.
Lastly, WOW is, by definition, an equilibrium-buster! lts raison d'etre was to promote
change, to question authority, to force reevaluation of our country's priorities
"We are all passengers in the samefragile craft, hurled by a cresting tide of uncertainty toward the
half-glimpsed shores of the nqt millennium". laela Farren & Beverly Kaye
Lessons for Leadership
We are presently engaged in what Margaret Wheatley, in Le_adership and the New
Science (1999, p.17), describes as "nothing less than the search for new sources of
order in ourworld." ln recent years, our understanding of our globe has come to
Encompass a vision that has erased old hierarchical presumptions and emphasize the
shape of the circle or the network. lt is interesting that many peace and justice groups
have used the image of the web to represent our world with metaphors of spinning,
weaving and mending the fine and vulnerable connections of our survival. We know
this to be a fragile and powerful moment for our planet when we must consciously
choose our future direction. PX used her feminist organizing and leadership style to
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act as a reality check to the mainstream culture and direction. Her vision of "going to
peace" continues to inspire and leave its mark on our community, city, state and
nation.
Why did WOW emerge when it did? According to Ferree and Hess (2000), social
movements need four ingredients to come together.
1. First, the grievance level needs to reach a critical level for people to recognize
their relative disadvantage or to perceive the benefit of participation to be worth
the cost. Great leaders are bred from great causes, but leaders, at their best,
also breed great causes. PX is unafraid to take on formidable issues such as
the opposition to and dismantling of the existing power structure and the entire
military industrial complex. She had to speak out. She had to act out.
2. A sense of collective identity must be present revolving around a desire to
change society. For WOW, the feeling of '\re-ness" with gender solidarity
opened the door to the possibility of collective action fro change. The paradox
of WOW's leadership was that the empowerment process produced leaders (a
"leaderful organization"), yet no one was really the spokesperson for WOW-
everyone was considered an expert on their own views,
3. The third factor in the emergence of a social movement is organization. When
social networks and material resources of time, money and space come
together, the odds for effective mobilization are greatly increased.
4. The fourth factor is the amount and kind of opportunities for change found
within social structures and events of the time. WOW's protest of the Gulf War
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spiked new cycles of support and public reaction. On the other hand, a
change-oriented agency such as WOW is often dependent in external crises to
create growth.
Another reason for the emergence of WOW is, of course, the leadership of PX. Her
ability to galvanize energy around one of the most important issues of our time, to
learn about the underbelly of our military-industrial complex, and to participate in
nonviolent solutions serves as a source of inspiration and salvation. Having the ability
to lead is probably not uncommon; being a voice and leader for the common good is
rare. Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1996, p. 90) may have had PX in mind when she wrote
that leaders must take down the walls and build bridges:
. . .Leaders of the future will need the traits and capabilities of leaders
throughout history: an eye for change and steadying hand to provide both
vision and reassurance that changes can be mastered, a voice that articulates
the will of the group and shapes it to constructive ends, and an ability to inspire
by force of personality while making others feel empowered to increase and
use their own abilities.
"speaking truth to power" is the life-purpose and tight of PX. May we all hear the
clarion voice.
JJ
Questions.fof PX
1. Tell me about your background:
a. Growing up years/early influences
b. Education
c. Occupational
d. Family
e. Hobbies/play/relaxation
2. What was the genesis of WOW? What is/was the initial vision?
3. How do decisions get made?
4. How would you describe the structure/organization of WOW?
5. How do you influence others?
6. How do you characterize the "culture" of WOW?
7. How do you define leadership?
8. VUhat is your communication approach? lnternally? Externally?
9. What are your strengths/weaknesses as a leader?
10. Do you feel you are effective?
11. Who are your role model(s)?
12. How do you empower others?
13. What is the greatest challenge/opportunity for WOW?
!f you could change one thing in the organization, what would
it be?
14
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Questions for PX's colleagues
1. How long have you known PX?
2. What islwas you working relationship with PX?
3. What was the genesis for WOW? The original vision?
4. How would you describe PX's leadenship style or approach?
5. How would you describe WOW's structurelorganization?
6. What are her shengthsluveaknesses?
7. How do decisions get made at WOW? Has this changed over time?
8. Please place a check in front of four tems that most apply to PX
_cneative _ethical _determine
-fair -".Oitious 
intelligent
_self-confident _honest _competent
_supportive _collaborative _inspiring
9. Describe PX's communication approach with internal and external
constituencies?
I0.What makes PX an effective leader? How does she empower others?
ll.What impact has her leadership had on you?
12.Do you see her style in other people? Who?
l3.Does her style of leadership ever frustrate you? lf so, why?
14.lf you could change one thing in the organization, what would it be?
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Timeline for PX a roximate
1 945
1946
1947
1954
50's/60's
1968
1969
70's
1980
1988
1919
1923
1937
1 940
1942
1981
1 982
1 983
1983-4
1 989
1991
Today
PX bom near Hot Springs Arkansas
Parents are divorced; PX moves into grandparent's home in Hot Springs
PX graduates from high school
PX becomes quartermaster at Army Center and meets future husband
PX gets manied and spends 1-Tz years in South America assisting with war etfort
while husband was overseas. Learns Spanish.
Husband finishes up law degree at University of Minnesota
First child born in St. Paul
Move to Windom Minnesota. Eventually three more children born
Reads Speaks Truth to Power
PX active in Democratic Party
PX attends Democratic National Convention in Chicago. Disillusioned with
Humphrey, she supports McCarthy
Works in Marshall college bookstore and supports student peace group. Labeled
"fanatic"
Moves to outskirts of Marshall to write. Daughter dies of overdose of drugs and
alcohol
I [il.:I,"Jffi,lfi 
tf,,,"lH:fi'lf:H,:i.,T#: active in poritics Husband stavs and rive
wow developed and launcheddth 
first marchFirst annual meeting of WOW with 
PX on Phil Donahue
:"ff"T,3:H'y 
of PX in Women and Welfare lssues throush WoW, many other 
I
PX decides to run for U.S. Senate. Failed to get the Democratic endorsement, br]
expanded her peace message 
I
Visit to Libya 
I
Protests against Persian Gulf War; Breast cancer diagnosis
At age 81, continues to work at WOW, write and speak her truth
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